
 
 

The “HOTTEST STAY & DIVE” 
Packages description 

Do you want to go diving and stay in Tofo’s most unique accommodation? 
This is the best deal you can get!  

Book a stay & dive package and you will receive both discount on diving 
ánd accommodation.  

The packages:  
There are four differing package types depending on your budget and based solely on a 
single and couple traveller system: 

1.  Dorm Per Person:                  
Based on the solo traveller or friends travelling together staying in the shared dorm.        
The price stated is a per person price. 

2. Private Room 1 PAX Diving:               
Based on the solo traveller looking for more comfort in your own private room. 

3. Private Room (sharing) 2 PAX Diving:                
Based on a diving couple or diving friends sharing a private room with all the amenities 
stated below. For the diving couple a spacious double bed and for the travelling friends 2x 
single beds ☺. The price stated is a per person price. 

4. Private Room 2 Pax: 1 Diver & 1 NON-Diver:             
Based on a couple or travelling friends with 1 of the 2 guests diving. The price stated is 
accommodation for 2 people with 1 of them as a diver. 

 

DORM: Mozambeats’ “Kool and the Gang” dorm feature a beautiful open-air bathroom with 
rainshower and both hot & cold water, 5 bunkbeds, mosquito netting and bed linen. 

PRIVATE ROOM:  All private rooms are appointed with ceiling fan, extra length mattress 
(2mtr), mosquito netting, bed linen, private bathroom and a private terrace with chairs 
and/or hammock. Towels available upon request. Some rooms have an optional 
airconditioning available. 



The STAYING Package description: 

 
Brought to you by dedicated world travelers, Mozambeat Motel has all the facilities to ensure that 
you enjoy a relaxing stay with us at our tropical oasis. 
 
With a range of clean and spacious accommodation, a refreshing pool and a soundtrack to make 
life feel just that bit sweeter, Mozambeat Motel is the perfect place to relax, meet people and 
discover the beauty of South Eastern Africa. 
 
With our enormous 2nd floor deck, our guests can enjoy unique views of the incredible Tofo sunset 
over the beautiful canopy of palm, coconut and cashew trees.  
 
We have an awesome fully catered restaurant that dishes up the best burgers in Tofo, great 
seafood and a range of local and Western specialties. We’ve got weekly specials such as super 
fresh seared tuna, fish burgers and carrot ginger soup -to get your extra vitamins! We open the 
kitchen every day @ 7AM. Early breakfasts are available for the early divers.  
Next to our delicious food, we have a well stocked and lively bar, with now and then a (dress-up) 
party.  
 
Set a short walk back from the beach, Mozambeat Motel is a friendly and well-organised business, 
sprinkled with luxurious furniture, water features, a collection of fresh foliage and your daily 
soundtrack to provide a cool, cosy and funky setting. Mozambeat Motel also hosts weekly 
pokernights on Tuesday and movienights on Wednesday, featuring cult and comedy classics on 
our state of the art projector screen. 
 
We have a secured parking, wifi, laundry service, 24h security and we provide airport pick-ups 
from Inhambane airport. 
 
Come on – Dive in! 
 
 
Mozambeat Motel – “Where music and passion are always in fashion” 
www.mozambeatmotel.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Winner of Tripadvisor Certificate of Excellence 2016, 2015 and -guess what, 2014. 
 
Please note:                       
When booking "Stay & Dive Packages" a full payment is required to secure the booking via 
Paypal, Bank Transfer (SA, Mozambican or European account) or Creditcard.  



The DIVING Package description: 
 
Packages Number 1 – 6:                                                                                                      
Are aimed at the Advanced Diver and above who generally feels confident in their diving 
experience, that can either fall straight into deep diving or requires a shallow dive before 
embarking on the deeper reefs. All equipment is included in the price and if bringing your 
own please take EUR 5 per dive.  

 

Package 7:                  
If the diver has had a period of inactivity from diving, usually longer than 6 months. We 
firstly refresh your scuba skills in our confined 4.5 mtr deep, fresh water pool and then take 
you for your Shallow (16mtr) sea scuba dive. Once the Scuba Review & Dive has been 
completed you are ready for the 2 extra deep dives. This package is geared more at 
advanced divers going to deeper reefs or Open Water divers wanting to stay shallow. 

 

Package 8:                  
If the diver has had a period of inactivity from diving, usually longer than 6 months. We 
firstly refresh your scuba skills in our confined 4.5 mtr deep, fresh water pool and then take 
you for your Shallow (16mtr) sea scuba dive. Once the Scuba Review & Dive has been 
completed you are ready for the Deep Adventure Dive. This Package is for Open Water 
Divers only who are wanting to expand their diving knowledge but don’t want to complete 
the full Advanced Course. The Deep Adventure Dive is and counts for one of the 5 
sections needed to complete your advanced. Once completed you are given a certificate 
qualifying you to a depth of 30Mtr allowing for your extra dive to be a deep dive ☺ . Upon 
completion you are now qualified as a deep water diver!  

 

Package 9:                    
Aimed at divers that are Open Water Certified and have dived within 6 months and regard 
themselves as relatively comfortable. You are given a shallow dive as a check dive initially 
followed by the Deep Adventure Dive. This counts for one of the 5 sections needed to 
complete your advanced and once completed qualifies you to a depth of 30Mtr allowing for 
your extra dive to be a deep dive ☺ . Upon completion you are now qualified as a deep 
water diver!  

 

Packages 10 – 16:              
Are Course based packages for all levels. Please see below for the exact description for 
each course ☺  



COURSE BASED PACKAGES DESCRIPTION: 

Scuba Review & Dive:             
This is aimed at all qualified divers who have had a period of inactivity underwater.    
We firstly refresh your scuba skills in our confined fresh water pool and then take you for 
your sea scuba dive.   

 

Discover Scuba Diving :                        
Is a great first step into the diving and underwater realm. It offers divers and those of you 
unsure about diving a great glimpse into what diving is really like. We start with a pool 
session and finish with a controlled dive to our house reef clownfish. Don’t despair as this 
introduction to scuba does count towards the completion of your PADI Open water 
certification. Price includes discover scuba certification and card (given at the dive centre). 

 

Scuba Diver:                
Is half of the Open Water certificate and once completed qualifies you to dive to a max of 
12mtr with a qualified instructor. The course consists of 3 video and knowledge 
development sessions, 3 pool sessions and 2 sea dives to our house reef ‘Clownfish’.  
Prices include manual and internet certification with PADI (you will receive a card). 

 

Open Water Certificate:                                 
This is the first real step on a ladder of many steps I m sure within diving, and once 
completed qualifies you to dive to a depth of 18mtr, all course material, registration and 
equipment is provided. It usually takes around four days to complete and includes 5 video 
and knowledge review sessions, 5 pool sessions and 4 sea dives (2 at our house reef 
‘Clownfish’ and 2 others at dive sites we take already qualified divers to) so great 
opportunities to see and swim with manta rays and whale sharks. There is however a 
200mtr swim and a final exam to be completed. 

 

Advanced Open Water:                     
The Advanced level is great as it can open up so many differing dive destinations 
worldwide and once completed gives you a qualifying depth of 40 mtr.  To get the most out 
of this course, you need to allow yourself approx 3 - 4 days, that way; you will see exactly 
what an amazing diving destination tofo is. There are 5 individual dives in all and with PADI 
there are over 15 selected dives to choose from. Two dives are mandatory and they are: 
‘Navigation’ and ‘Deep diving’. The remaining three is your choice (video, photography, 
drift diving, night, boat, Fish ID etc) all course material, registration online with PADI and 
equipment included in the price. 



Rescue Diver Certificate:                     
By now you are a keen, avid diver and the diving world starts becoming a little more 
addictive.  This course is split over 4 to 5 days and deals with the more serious and in 
depth matters of life support. Once completed it starts to change you perspective on diving 
from one that focuses solely on oneself and moves your attention onto other people in the 
water. It is the first real step towards becoming a PADI Professional. It is by far one of the 
most fun and rewarding courses to complete as the interaction in some rescue scenarios 
can make the worst foes the best of friends ☺ 

All course material, registration and equipment is included in the price. 

NB : to become certified as a rescue diver you need a current and in date First aid 
qualification within the last two years, a first aid course can be completed here at the dive 
centre for additional cost and again all course material, registration & equipment included. 

 

Ocean Safari’s or Open ocean swimming trips :                                                          
Viewing Tofo’s Big 5, namely the giant and curious Whale sharks, Manta Rays, Devil Rays, 
Turtles, Dolphins and Humpback Whales (in season) are launched daily.   

Every safari has a resident postgraduate student on board giving you all the information 
you ever need and wanted to know about these inspiring creatures. The trip lasts for 2 hrs 
and requires no special training and is geared more at our non-diving enthusiasts wanting 
a relaxed view of tofos fantastic marine life. Snorkels, fins etc. are provided. 

 

 

For more info about accommodation at Mozambeat Motel, please contact Ray or Sisi:  

       iinfo@mozambeatmotel.com                         +258 840188616 (Sisi) 

 

For more info about diving, please contact Steve or Nick:            

        info@peri-peridivers.com                             +258 840263373 (Steve) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

T            The “HOTTEST STAY & DIVE” package pricing: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When booking "Stay & Dive Packages" a full payment is required to secure the booking 
Please note: All double tank dives include light snacks, tea, coffee and water - also 1.5hrs looking 

for whalesharks 
 

ALL COURSES INCL. EQUIPMENT, MANUALS & REGISTRATION WITH PADI 
 

Price above is inclusive of Diving Equipment - If diving with your own equipment (BCD & REG) 
please take EUR 5.00 off per dive 

 
Price excludes FAR REEF charges payable at the diving center on completion of your package 


